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Abstract Translate Genitive from Arabic to English this paper discusses the translation of the Almoudaf wa 
Almoudaf Alayh (genitive) of Arabic to English. It discusses the its translation including the semi-added from 
Arabic to English. It also discusses the linguistic differences found in terms of syntax, language and meaning 
in both languages in a comparative way. As the researches focus on the translation from Arabic to English, 
the paper addresses most of the types of addition (genitive) in Arabic and how it was translated into English 
and what the translator must take into account so that s/he can transfer the text from the source language 
to the targeted language with the accuracy possible. The main purpose is to clarify the types added (genitive) 
in Arabic and the equivalent in English and how there is a difference in the original text. Translators and 
their readers are not only confused by the inaccuracy of the translation and obtaining meanings, they 
sometimes are also confused by the errors in conveying the meaning. This requires clarifying the differences 
between the language of the translated text and the language to which it is translated in all parts of the 
language. The knowledge of the translator of the two languages is important as it helps him/her to know how 
to deal with texts from the first language to the target language.  
Key words: genitive– syntax– comparative syntax– language structure. 
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18421844

1842

1871

the house's door

Ali's love

Ali's car

its colorcolor

its

its

color 

her

her Mum

theirtheir class

the

1889

'

s

Ali’s 

car is good

(Fatma’s mother is kind

This is Ali’s pen

That is Fatma’sfather

'

s

'

ss

Boys’ rooms are clean

Boys’ cars are fast

s

Children’s toys are old

Women’s mobiles are small

womenchildren

women
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'schildrenchild

and’sHeyam 

and Marwah’s school is far

1889of

The 

windows of the house are dirty

The color of the book is 

blue

Faisal is the teacher of the class

That is the key of the car

of

This is a glass of water

Nokia is kind of mobiles

of

iPhone is a good mobileThat is 

the short girl

Jasem’s leg is strongThe leg 

of Jasem is strong

The room’s door 

is bigThe door of the room 

is big

Sarah and Sawsan’s brother is tall

brotherSaud’s keys are there

keysThe class of the girls IS clean

classThe windows of the house ARE small

windows

The seat of 

the car is comfortableSeat of a car 

is comfortableThis is the comfortable 

seatThis is a comfortable seat

The 

seat of the car is comfortablecomfortable

of

1842

penmy

1841

citySebha

City of Sebha

of 

 city  Sebha

Sebha city
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1882

stay 

awake at night

Sleeping of day

 (Night 

 awakeday sleep

1

1

 Room of the house 

Ceiling of the room 

 Light of the car

fatherMohammed

Mohammed's father

Fawcett1887

2

2

 Mohammed's father 

Mohammed's father's house 

The room of Mohammed's 

father's house

The door of the room of 

Mohammed's father's house 

The key of the door of the 

room of Mohammed's father's 

house

The medal of the key of the 

door of the room of 

Mohammed's father's house

2

the

(The medal of the key of the 

door of the room of Mohammed's father's house). 

2

the day of judgement

(of
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the owner of the 

day of judgement



the Lord of the worlds

pen

Mohammed's 

penmy pen

your penThe 

student's pen

man's pena

the mosque's doorits 

doorThis is a mosque and 

this is its door

Mohammed's pen

his pen

187118481871

Vilad1888

my penpenmy

with Zaid)

withwithwithwith

with-forallabove-on-

overbehindtake right

(take left)othersome

except

with

withbeforeafter

between - amongwithout

I came from 

Zaidfrom the market

I came from ZaidI came 

with ZaidI sat among the people 

with
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Nida1871

Toury1881

Sit before 

ZaidPray behind the Emam

Sit beside me Sit 

to the right of the moa’ðin

 

of

Praise to AllahPraise to 

Allah

Heaven forbid

 Big-

hearted camewith-graciousness

with-generosity

of science came

of science

with-science, she camewith-

graciousness ”she”with-

graciousness”they, females”

such asasalike

He is similar to youHe is 

alike youHe resembles you

This resembles Mohamed

This resembles the lion

allsome

both I wrote all the 

assignmentI read all the book

both men are travelers



99Both paradises brought

other 

thanother thanOther than 

you came

nicknames

Father of Mohamedfather of Abibaker

Father of HafsMother of 

KulthumMother of Salama

  

Holland1996

       

" "  

This is Ali’s horse 

I took the horse bridle

 "  " 

 

"This is wood-door 

That is gold-bracelet".These are 

wool-clothes

.

1842 

"  "in/at/among

. 

Staying-up late is exhausting

Staying home is sluggish

He was my school 
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colleague  Friend 

of ancient days 

98  "   

 "

"Throw pearl tears on cheeks as roses 

1842

 

1877 

 

door-key 

judge’s clerk

People’s food/People’s 

drink/People’s clothes.

  This is Said’s 

book"  

This book is man’s 

abstract addition  true 

additionabsolute addition

  

  

  

  .

 

 "

science studentI saw an 

oppressor’s supporter

Triumph grieved-man

".Associate a man of good morals

 

1 

 

2 

19871877

9 

8 

1 

19481848 

4 

1871

7 

1871
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18111841 

8 

19811871 

11 

1812

1842 

11 

19441844 

12 

1842 
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